MAY 30 (Tuesday)

Morning
08:00 – Departure from NOVOTEL (bus provided)
08:30 – Visit to the Institute of Advanced Studies (IEAv/DCTA)
08:45 – Welcome from the Director
09:00 – Visit to laboratories
10:00 – Departure from IEAv/DCTA (bus provided)
10:30 – Visit to the National Institute for Space Research (INPE)
10:45 – Welcome from the Director
11:00 – Visit to the Program of Brazilian Space Weather Study and Monitoring (EMBRACE) and Integration and Tests Laboratory (LIT)
12:00 – Departure to NOVOTEL (bus provided)

Afternoon
13:30 – Departure from NOVOTEL (bus provided)
14:00 – Arrival at Technological Park of São José dos Campos
14:15 – Welcome and briefing from the Director
14:45 – Meeting of the Executive Committee in Aeronautics (for EC member only)
16:00 – Coffee Break
16:15 – Meeting of the Executive Committee in Aeronautics (for EC member only)
17:30 – Departure to NOVOTEL (bus provided)

Evening
19:30 – Welcome cocktail offered by the Brazilian side
MAY 31 (Wednesday)

Morning
07:20 – Departure from NOVOTEL (bus provided)
08:00 – Registration
08:30 – Opening remarks from Brazilian and Swedish representatives
09:00 – THE FUTURE OF DEFENSE AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY
   Brazilian Air Force
   Swedish Air Force
09:40 – PERSPECTIVES ON THE AERONAUTICS MARKET
   Embraer
   SAAB
10:20 – Coffee Break
10:40 – TECHNOLOGY CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE ACADEMY
   Aeronautics Institute of Technology (ITA)
   Linköping University (LiU)
11:20 – GRIPEN PROJECT OFFSET
   Brazilian Air Force
11:40 – STUDY ON SPILL OVERS OF GRIPEN PROJECT
   Growth Policy Analysis Agency
12:00 – PROJECT FINANCING STRUCTURE
   National Council for Scientific and Technological Development (CNPq)

Afternoon
14:00 – PARALLEL WORKING GROUPS
   Working groups will discuss the challenges of/for a sustainable and long-term cooperation
   between Brazil and Sweden, including key technologies, financing aspects, academia-industry
   interaction, and participation of startups and SME. The participation in the working groups is open
   to all registered participants.
16:00 – Coffee Break
16:30 – WORKING GROUP REPORTS
17:10 – Closing
17:30 – Departure to NOVOTEL (bus provided)
JUNE 01 (Thursday)

Morning
PARALLEL VISITS
Option 1 - EMBRAER
09:00 – Departure from NOVOTEL to EMBRAER (bus provided)
09:30 – Visit to EMBRAER in São José dos Campos
11:30 – Departure to NOVOTEL (bus provided)

Option 2 – AKAER, LEL/IPT and Entrepreneurs Centers
08:00 – Departure from NOVOTEL to PqTec SJC (bus provided)
08:30 – Visit to AKAER, Light Structures Lab (LEL/IPT) and Entrepreneurs Centers
12:00 – Lunch at PqTec SJC
13:00 – Departure to NOVOTEL (bus provided)